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Abstract—Software development increasingly depends on libraries and frameworks to increase productivity and reduce
time-to-market. Despite this fact, we still lack techniques to assess
developers expertise in widely popular libraries and frameworks.
In this paper, we evaluate the performance of unsupervised
(based on clustering) and supervised machine learning classifiers
(Random Forest and SVM) to identify experts in three popular
JavaScript libraries: facebook/react, mongodb/node-mongodb,
and socketio/socket.io. First, we collect 13 features about developers activity on GitHub projects, including commits on source
code files that depend on these libraries. We also build a ground
truth including the expertise of 575 developers on the studied
libraries, as self-reported by them in a survey. Based on our
findings, we document the challenges of using machine learning
classifiers to predict expertise in software libraries, using features
extracted from GitHub. Then, we propose a method to identify
library experts based on clustering feature data from GitHub; by
triangulating the results of this method with information available
on Linkedin profiles, we show that it is able to recommend dozens
of GitHub users with evidences of being experts in the studied
JavaScript libraries. We also provide a public dataset with the
expertise of 575 developers on the studied libraries.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Modern software development heavily depends on libraries
and frameworks to increase productivity and reduce time-tomarket [1], [2]. In this context, identifying experts in popular
libraries and frameworks—for example, among the members
of global open-source software development platforms, like
GitHub—has a practical value. For example, open source
project managers can use this information to search for potential new contributors to their systems. Private companies
can also benefit from this information before hiring developers
to their projects. In fact, we manually inspected 1,839 job
offers, available on July 2nd, 2018 at Stack Overflow Jobs.1
We found that 789 jobs (42%) have at least one tag referring
to frameworks and libraries, including R EACT JS (372 jobs),
A NGULAR JS (215 jobs), and RUBY ON R AILS (135 jobs).
This result suggests that companies, when hiring, often target
developers with expertise in specific programming technologies. Furthermore, this information can help to recommend
experts to answer questions in Q&A forums [3] or to assist
project managers to set up balanced development teams [4].
1 https://stackoverflow.com/jobs

Previous work on software expertise focused on identifying
experts for internal parts of a software project, but not on
external components, such as libraries and frameworks. For example, Expertise Browser [5] visually maps parts of a software
product (e.g., code or documentation) to the respective experts,
using number of changes (commits) as the basic measure of
expertise. Fritz et al. [6]–[8] propose the degree-of-knowledge
(DOK) metric to identify experts in specific source-code files,
which combines both commits and interactions with the code,
by means of an IDE. Schuler and Zimmerman [9] advocate that
expertise can also be gained by using the component of interest
(e.g., by calling its methods). Silva-Junior et al. [10] propose a
fine-grained approach to identify expertise in specific sourcecode elements—methods, classes, or packages. However, these
works aim to identify experts that can fix a bug, review or
evolve internal parts of an specific software product.
In this paper, we extend existing expertise identification
approaches to the context of third-party software components. Our key hypothesis is that when maintaining a piece
of code, developers also gain expertise on the frameworks
and libraries used by its implementation. We focus on three
popular libraries: FACEBOOK / REACT (for building enriched
Web interfaces), MONGODB / NODE - MONGODB (for accessing
MongoDB databases), and SOCKETIO / SOCKET. IO (for realtime communication). Then, we evaluate the use of unsupervised (based on clustering) and supervised machine learning
classifiers to identify experts in these libraries. Both techniques
are applied using features about candidate experts in each
library, extracted for selected GitHub users. These features
include, for example, number of commits on files that import
each library and number of client projects a candidate expert
has contributed to. We also survey a sample of GitHub
users to create a ground truth of developers expertise in the
studied libraries. In this survey, the participants declared their
expertise (in a scale from 1 to 5) in the libraries. This ground
truth provides the expertise of 575 GitHub developers in the
studied libraries, including 418 FACEBOOK / REACT developers,
68 MONGODB / NODE - MONGODB developers, and 89 SOCK ETIO / SOCKET. IO developers. To validate our hypothesis, we
first train and evaluate two machine learning classifiers, based
on Random Forest [11] and SVM [12]. Finally, we investigate
the use of clustering algorithms to identify library experts.

Research Questions: We ask two research questions:
(RQ.1) How accurate are machine learning classifiers in
identifying library experts? For three expertise classes—
novices, intermediate, and experts—the maximal F-measure
is 0.56 (MONGODB / NODE - MONGODB). We argue that this
poor performance is inherent of using GitHub as a full proxy
for expertise. For example, there are experts that rarely
contribute to public GitHub projects; their expertise comes
from working on private projects or projects that are not
GitHub-based. low feature values (e.g., commits in library
clients), making it challenging to predict the expertise of such
developers, by considering their activity on GitHub.
(RQ.2) Which features best distinguish experts in the studied
libraries? In this second RQ, we first rely on clustering to
identify experts that share similar feature values. In FACE BOOK / REACT , we found a cluster where 74% of the developers
are experts in the framework; in MONGODB / NODE - MONGODB
and SOCKETIO / SOCKET. IO we found clusters with 65% and
75% of experts, respectively. More importantly, we show that
the experts in such clusters tend to be active and frequent contributors to library clients on GitHub. Therefore, this finding
suggests that GitHub data can be a partial proxy for expertise
in libraries and frameworks. By partial proxy, we mean that
developers with high feature values (commits, code churn, etc)
tend to be experts in the studied libraries; by contrast, the
proxy fails in the case of developers with low feature values,
who can be both experts and novices, as concluded in RQ.1.
Contributions: Our contributions are threefold: (1) based on
the findings and lessons learned with RQ.1, we document
the challenges of using machine learning classifiers to predict
expertise in software libraries, using features extracted from
GitHub; (2) inspired by the findings of RQ.2, we propose an
unsupervised method to identify library experts based on clustering feature data from GitHub; by triangulating the results of
this method with expertise information available on Linkedin,
we show that it is able to recommend dozens of GitHub users
with robust evidences of being experts in FACEBOOK / REACT,
a popular JavaScript library; (3) we provide a public ground
truth with the expertise of 575 developers on three relevant
JavaScript libraries; to our knowledge, this is the largest
dataset with expertise data on specific software technologies.
Structure: Section II documents the process we followed to
collect the data used to answer RQ.1 and RQ.2. Section
III describes the techniques used in this work, as well as
their setup. Section IV provides answers to the proposed
RQs. Section V summarizes our findings, lessons learned, and
limitations. It also proposes a practical method for identifying
library experts and validates its results with Linkedin data.
Section VI reports threats to validity and Section VII describes
related work. Finally, Section VIII concludes the paper.
II. DATA C OLLECTION

Table I
TARGET L IBRARIES
Target Library
FACEBOOK / REACT
MONGODB / NODE - MONGODB
SOCKETIO / SOCKET. IO

•

•
•
•
•

Stars

Contrib

Commits

Files

91,739
6,696
40,199

1,171
260
149

9,731
4,565
1,698

797
617
83

Target Library: The JavaScript libraries used in this
paper; our goal is to identify experts in these libraries
based on their activity on GitHub.
Client Project (or File): A project (or source code file)
that depends on a target library.
Candidate Expert: A contributor of a client project whose
expertise on a target library is assessed in this paper.
Feature: An attribute of a candidate expert that may act
as a predictor of its expertise on a target library.
Ground Truth: A dataset with the expertise of candidate
experts in a target library, as self-reported by them.

B. Target Libraries
We evaluate JavaScript libraries due to the importance
and popularity of this language in modern software development. We focus on the developers of three JavaScript
libraries2 : FACEBOOK / REACT3 (a system for building enriched
Web interfaces), MONGODB / NODE - MONGODB4 (the official
Node.js driver for MongoDB database server), and SOCKE TIO / SOCKET. IO 5 (a library for real-time communication). We
selected FACEBOOK / REACT because it is a very popular frontend development library; after making this first selection, we
searched for libraries handling important concerns in backend development and selected MONGODB / NODE - MONGODB,
a persistence library; and SOCKETIO / SOCKET. IO, since communication is important both in front-end and back-end programming. Table I shows information about these systems,
including number of stars, contributors, commits, and files (on
April, 2018). As we can see, they are popular projects (at least
6,696 stars) and actively maintained (at least 149 contributors
and 1,698 commits). For brevity, we call them REACT, NODE MONGODB , and SOCKET. IO in the rest of this paper.
C. Candidate Experts
For each target library L, where L is REACT, NODE or SOCKET. IO, we selected a list of candidate
experts, as described next. First, we relied on the top-10K
most popular JavaScript projects on GitHub, according to their
number of stars. We checked out these projects and searched
for dependencies to L in package.json and bower.json files,
which are configuration files used by two popular JavaScript
package managers. A candidate expert in L is a developer
who performed at least one change in a source code file
(from a client project) that depends on L. In other words, we
MONGODB ,

A. Definitions

2 In

Before presenting the data collection process, we define key
terms used in this process and also in the rest of this paper:

4 https://github.com/mongodb/node-mongodb-native

our study, the terms libraries and frameworks are used interchangeably.

3 https://github.com/facebook/react
5 https://github.com/socketio/socket.io

Table III
F EATURES COLLECTED FOR EACH CANDIDATE EXPERT IN EACH TARGET LIBRARY
Dimension

Feature

Description

Volume

commits
commitsClientFiles
commitsImportLibrary
codeChurn
codeChurnClientFiles
imports

Number of commits in client projects
Number of commits changing at least one client file
Number of commits adding library import statements
Code churn considering all commits in client projects
Code churn considering only changes in client files
Number of added library import statements

Frequency

daysSinceFirstImport
daysSinceLastImport
daysBetweenImports
avgDaysCommitsClientFiles
avgDaysCommitsImportLibrary

Number
Number
Number
Average
Average

Breadth

projects
projectsImport

Number of client projects the developer contributed at least once
Number of client projects where the developer added a library import statement

of days
of days
of days
interval
interval

since the first commit where a library import statement was added
since the last commit where a library import statement was added
between the first/last commits where a library import statement was added
(in days) of the commits changing client files
(in days) of the commits adding library import statements

assume that if a developer changed a file that imports L he
has chances to be an expert in this library. Next, we removed
aliases from this initial list of candidate experts, i.e., the same
developer, but with distinct e-mails on the considered commits.
For this purpose, we used a feature of GitHub API that maps
a commit author to its GitHub account. Using this feature,
we mapped each developer in the list of candidate experts
to his/her GitHub’s account. Candidate experts e and e0 are
the same when they share the same GitHub account. Table II
shows for each target library the number of client projects, and
the final number of candidate experts after handling aliases. As
we can observe, REACT has the highest number of both client
projects (1,136) and candidate experts (8,742). Therefore, our
dataset includes a popular target library, with thousands of
client projects and candidate experts; but it also includes less
popular libraries, with just a few hundred candidate experts.
Table II
C LIENT P ROJECTS AND C ANDIDATE E XPERTS
Library
FACEBOOK / REACT
MONGODB / NODE - MONGODB
SOCKETIO / SOCKET. IO

Clients

Experts

1,136
223
345

8,742
454
608

•

•

by heavily maintaining a file developers gain expertise on
libraries used by its implementation.
Frequency of changes, including five features expressing
the frequency and time of the changes performed by
candidate experts, e.g., number of days since first and
last library import. The rationale is that expertise also
depends on temporal properties of the changes.
Breadth of changes, which includes two features about the
number of client projects the candidate experts worked
on. The rationale is that expertise might increase when
candidate experts work in different client projects.

The features are collected from client projects where the
candidate experts contributed with at least one commit. In
more detailed terms, suppose a candidate expert c; suppose
also that Proj c are the projects where c has made at least one
commit (this set is provided by GitHub API). We iterate over
Proj c to create a subset CliProj c containing only projects that
depend on the target libraries. The features collected for c are
extracted from CliProj c . After collecting this data, we found
that 69% of REACT’s candidate experts worked on a single
client project; for NODE - MONGODB and SOCKET. IO, this percentage increases to 88% and 87%, respectively. By contrast,
we found candidate experts working on 26 projects (REACT),
5 projects (NODE - MONGODB) and 12 projects (SOCKET. IO).

D. Features

E. Ground Truth

We collected 13 features for each candidate expert selected
in the previous step. As documented in Table III, these features
cover three dimensions of changes performed on client files.6
• Volume of changes, which includes six features about the
quantity of changes performed by candidate experts in
client projects, such as number of commits and code
churn (e.g., lines added or deleted). We conjecture that

To create a ground truth with developers expertise on each
target library, we conducted a survey with the candidate
experts identified in Section II-C. For REACT, which has
8,742 candidate experts, we sent the survey to a random
sample of 2,185 developers (25%). For NODE - MONGODB
and SOCKET. IO, which have less candidates, we sent the
survey to all candidate experts identified in Section II-C,
i.e., to 454 and 608 developers, respectively. For each
target library, we e-mailed the candidate experts, describing
our research purpose and asking the following single question:

6 These dimensions and their features were derived and extended from
the literature on developers expertise in open source communities. Volume
of changes (particularly, number of commits) is commonly used in related
works [5]–[8]. Frequency and breadth of changes have also been considered
as proxies to developers expertise [10], [13]–[17]. As an additional criterion,
we only use features that can be directly computed from GitHub public API.

Could you please rank your expertise on [target library] in a
scale from 1 (novice) to 5 (expert)?
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Figure 1. Survey answers

Table IV
S URVEY N UMBERS
Library

Mails

Answers

Ratio

FACEBOOK / REACT
MONGODB / NODE - MONGODB
SOCKETIO / SOCKET. IO

2,185
454
608

418
68
89

19%
15%
15%

Table IV summarizes the number of e-mails sent, the
number of received answers, and the response ratio. The
number of answers range from 68 (NODE - MONGODB) to 418
(REACT) and the response ratio ranges from 15% (SOCKET. IO
and NODE - MONGODB) to 19% (REACT).
Figure 1 shows the distribution of the survey answers. For
REACT, 254 candidates (61%) ranked themselves as experts
in the library (scores 4–5); 110 candidates (26%) declared
an intermediate expertise (score 3), and 54 candidates (13%)
considered themselves as having a limited expertise (scores
1–2). For NODE - MONGODB, the results are 40% (experts),
34% (intermediate expertise), and 26% (limited expertise). For
SOCKET. IO , the results are 24%, 36%, and 40%, respectively.
Ground Truth Limitations: The proposed ground truth is based
on the developers’ perceptions about their expertise in the
target libraries. Therefore, it is subjected to imprecisions and
noise, since it is not realistic to assume the survey participants
ranked themselves according to uniform and objective criteria.
For example, some developers might have been more rigorous
in judging their expertise, while others may have omitted their
lack of experience on the studied libraries (see the DunningKruger Effect [18]). In order to try to reduce these issues,
we made it clear to the participants that our interests were
strictly academic and that we will never use their answers to
commercial purposes. Finally, it is also worth mentioning that
previous research has shown that self estimation is a reliable
way to measure general programming experience, at least in
a student population [19].
F. Final Processing Steps
We performed the following processing steps on the features
collected for the developers that answered our survey.
Missing Values: Missing values occur when it is not possible to compute a feature value. In our dataset, there

are four features with missing values: daysSinceFirstImport,
daysSinceLastImport, daysBetweenImports, and avgDaysCommitsImportLibrary. For these features, a missing value appears
in candidate experts who have added an insufficient number
of import statements to a client project (e.g., imports = 0).
The percentage of candidate experts with missing values for
these four features is relevant, as they appear in 45% of the
surveyed developers. To handle such cases, we replaced missing values at daysSinceFirstImport and daysSinceLastImport
by a zero value, because candidate experts without import
statements should not be viewed as long time library users.
By contrast, missing values at avgDaysCommitsImportLibrary
were replaced by the maximal observed value, because the respective candidate experts should have the highest values when
compared to those who effectively added import statements.
Finally, daysBetweenImports needs at least two imports to be
calculated correctly. Therefore, we assigned a zero value when
imports = 1, and −1 when imports = 0.7
Removing Correlated Features: Correlated features may contribute to inaccurate classifications due to their high association degree [20], [21]. To tackle this issue, we first used the
cor8 function from R’s stats package to compute a matrix
with Pearson coefficients for each pair of features. Then, we
used the findCorrelation9 function from R’s caret package to
identify pairs of features with a correlation greater than 0.7,
as previously adopted in the literature [22]; in such cases, we
measured the overall correlation of both features and discarded
the highest one. Figure 2 shows a heatmap that summarizes
this process. Red cells are features discarded due to a high
correlation with another feature; gray cells denote features
preserved by the correlation analysis, i.e., they are used in
the classification process. As we can see, two features are
correlated with at least one other feature, regardless the target
library: commitsImportLibrary and projectsImport. As a result
of this analysis, six, four, and five features were discarded at
REACT, NODE - MONGODB , and SOCKET. IO , respectively.
7 In fact, we tested different strategies for missing values, such as discarding
all fields with missing values, applying different values, etc. However, the
results never exceeded the ones based on the values proposed in this paragraph.
8 https://www.rdocumentation.org/packages/stats/versions/3.4.3/topics/cor
9 https://www.rdocumentation.org/packages/caret/versions/6.079/topics/findCorrelation
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Figure 2. Correlation analysis; red cells are discarded due to high correlation.

Skewed Feature Values: Features with skewed distributions
may impact the performance of machine learning classifiers [23], [24]. We assume that skewed feature distributions
are the ones where the mean—computed for the candidate
experts included in the ground truth of a given target library—
is at least four times greater than the median. By following this
definition, four, six, and four features have a skewed behavior
in REACT, NODE - MONGODB, and SOCKET. IO, respectively.
On the values of such features, we applied a log transformation, as in another machine learning study [25].
III. M ETHODS
In this section, we discuss the setup of the machine learning
and clustering models, used on RQ.1 and RQ.2, respectively.
A. Machine Learning Setup and Algorithms
Number of Classes: Machine learning algorithms require a
minimal number of samples on each class (or scores, in our
terminology) [26]. However, this condition is not followed by
our data. For example, for REACT we collected expertise data
about 418 developers, but only 24 developers (6%) ranked
themselves with score 2. To attenuate this problem, we train
and evaluate our models under two scenarios: (1) considering
all five classes; (2) by transforming the data into the following
ternary classification: novice (scores 1–2), intermediate (score
3), and experts (scores 4–5). Furthermore, we only evaluate the
scenario with five classes for REACT. The reason is because
NODE - MONGODB and SOCKET. IO have fewer data points; for
example, both libraries have classes with less than 10 samples.
Informed Over Sampling (SMOTE): Besides having few samples for some classes, the ground truth is largely imbalanced,
as illustrated in Figure 1. For example, 87% of the REACT
developers ranked themselves as having some knowledge on
the framework (scores 3-5). It is well-known that machine
learning classifiers tend to produce poor results when applied
to imbalanced datasets [27]. To tackle this problem, we used
a technique called Informed Over Sampling (SMOTE) [28],
which balances a dataset by producing and inserting synthetic
but similar observations to minority classes (but only in the
training part of the dataset). SMOTE was previously used
in machine learning approaches to several software engineering problems, including defect prediction [29], mobile apps
analysis [30], self-admitted technical debt detection [31], and

identification of security issues from commit messages and
bug reports [32]. In our problem, we used SMOTE over the
minority class, on both scenarios. SMOTE has two parameters:
number of the nearest neighbours (KNN) and the percentage
of synthetic instances to create. After some initial tests, we
set up these parameters to 3 and 30%, respectively. This setup
results in a minority class increased by 30%; and the new data
points are synthesized by considering 3-nearest neighbours of
the existing ones (KNN parameter).
Machine Learning Classifiers: We evaluate two well-known
machine learning classifiers: Random Forest [11] and
SVM [12]. We compare the results of these classifiers with
a ZeroR baseline, which simply predicts the majority class,
ignoring all feature values. We do not compare with previous
expertise identification approaches (e.g., [5]–[9]) because
they are not proposed to measure expertise on libraries and
frameworks, but on internal elements of a software project.
We use k-fold stratified cross-validation to evaluate the results
of these classifiers. Stratified cross-validation is a variant of
k-fold cross-validation where folds contain approximately the
same proportion of each class. We set k to 5, to avoid testing
models in small folds, particularly in small classes, as occur
in NODE - MONGODB and SOCKET. IO. Another important step
is the tuning of the classifiers parameters. We rely on a grid
search strategy for hyper-parameters with cross validation to
find the best parameters settings for each classifier [33].
Evaluation Metrics: We evaluate the classifiers using precision, recall, F-measure, and AUC (Area Under the Receiver
Operating Characteristic Curve). To compute AUC, we use an
implementation recommended for multi-class classifications.
This implementation is provided as an R package by Microsoft
Azure’s data science team.10 Further, to compute F-measure,
we first compute the average precision and recall, considering
all classes. The reported F-measure is the harmonic mean of
the average precision and average recall. We also report Cohen’s kappa, which is also a measure of classifier performance,
particularly useful on imbalanced datasets [34].
B. Clustering Setup and Algorithm
We use clustering to investigate more closely the relation of
feature values and library expertise (RQ.2). To this purpose,
we use k-means, which is a widely popular clustering algorithm. In software engineering, k-means was used to support
many tasks, including detecting mobile apps with anomalous
behavior [35], test case prioritization [36], and to characterize
build failures [37]. A key challenge when using k-means is
to define the appropriate number k of clusters. There are
methods proposed to help on this task, such as the elbow [38]
and silhouette methods [39]. However, they also depend on
interpretation and subjective decisions [38]. For this reason, we
follow an alternative procedure, as described next. We execute
k-means multiple times, starting with k = 2 and incrementing
it after each execution. For each k, we analyze the resulting
clusters, searching for clusters dominated by experts. For
10 https://github.com/Azure/Azure-MachineLearning-DataScience

Table VII
R ESULTS FOR 3 CLASSES : NOVICE ( SCORES 1-2), INTERMEDIATE ( SCORE 3), AND EXPERT ( SCORES 4-5)
FACEBOOK / REACT

RForest
Kappa
AUC
Precision (Novice)
Precision (Intermediate)
Precision (Expert)
Recall (Novice)
Recall (Intermediate)
Recall (Expert)
F-measure

0.09
0.56
0.14
0.34
0.65
0.09
0.18
0.83
0.36

SVM

MONGODB / NODE - MONGODB

Baseline

0.03
0.51
0.60
0.00
0.61
0.06
0.00
1.00
0.29

0.00
0.50
0.00
0.00
0.61
0.00
0.00
1.00
0.25

RForest
0.35
0.70
0.50
0.62
0.55
0.50
0.57
0.63
0.56

REACT, we search for clusters with at least 70% of experts
(since REACT has a higher percentage of experts in the ground
truth, close to 61%); for NODE - MONGODB and SOCKET. IO—
which have less experts, 40% and 24%, respectively—we
search for clusters with at least 60% of experts. We stop after
finding at least one cluster attending the proposed thresholds.
Table V shows data on each execution; for each k, it shows the
percentage of experts of the cluster with the highest percentage
of experts. For REACT, we select 3 clusters, since it leads to
a cluster with 74% of experts. For NODE - MONGODB, we also
select 3 clusters, including a cluster with 65% of experts. For
SOCKET. IO , there are 5 clusters and one has 75% of experts.
Table V
C LUSTER WITH THE HIGHEST PERCENTAGE OF EXPERTS ( VALUES IN BOLD
DEFINE THE SELECTED NUMBER OF CLUSTERS )
k

Library
REACT
NODE - MONGODB
SOCKET. IO

2

3

4

5

66
57
39

74
65
44

44

75

IV. R ESULTS
(RQ.1) How accurate are machine learning classifiers when
used to identify library experts?
Table VI presents the results of the machine learning
classifiers for five classes. The results are provided only for
REACT , since NODE - MONGODB and SOCKET. IO do not have
sufficient samples to perform a classification using five classes,
as explained in Section III-A. For almost all performance
metrics and classifiers, the results are not good. For example,
kappa is 0.09 and AUC is 0.56 for Random Forest. Precision
ranges from 0.00 (Novice 2, SVM) to 0.50 (Expert 4, Random
Forest). F-measure is 0.24 (Random Forest) and 0.15 (SVM),
against 0.13 with the ZeroR baseline.
Table VII presents the results for three classes (scores 1-2,
score 3, scores 4-5). First, we discuss the results of Random
Forest. For this classifier, kappa varies from 0.09 (REACT)
to 0.35 (NODE - MONGODB); AUC ranges from 0.56 (REACT)
to 0.70 (NODE - MONGODB). Precision results are greater for
experts than for novices, both for REACT (0.65 vs 0.14) and

SVM
0.25
0.56
0.47
0.17
0.57
0.68
0.09
0.75
0.44

Baseline
0.00
0.50
0.00
0.00
0.40
0.00
0.00
1.00
0.19

SOCKETIO / SOCKET. IO

RForest
0.16
0.60
0.52
0.29
0.43
0.61
0.19
0.56
0.42

SVM
0.25
0.71
0.54
0.59
0.48
0.78
0.19
0.56
0.46

Baseline
0.00
0.50
0.40
0.00
0.00
1.00
0.00
0.00
0.19

Table VI
M ACHINE LEARNING RESULTS FOR 5 CLASSES ( FACEBOOK / REACT )
RForest
Kappa
AUC
Precision (Novice 1)
Precision (Novice 2)
Precision (Intermediate)
Precision (Expert 4)
Precision (Expert 5)
Recall (Novice 1)
Recall (Novice 2)
Recall (Intermediate)
Recall (Expert 4)
Recall (Expert 5)
F-measure

0.09
0.52
0.25
0.07
0.35
0.50
0.29
0.07
0.04
0.27
0.77
0.10
0.24

SVM
0.05
0.53
0.00
0.00
0.23
0.48
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.10
0.98
0.00
0.15

Baseline
0.00
0.50
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.46
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.00
0.00
0.13

NODE - MONGODB (0.61 vs 0.60), while SOCKET. IO has the
highest precision for novices (0.52). Recall ranges from 0.09
(REACT, novices) to 0.83 (REACT, experts). F-measure is 0.36
(REACT), 0.56 (NODE - MONGODB), and 0.42 (SOCKET. IO). By
contrast, the baseline results for F-measure are 0.25 (REACT)
and 0.19 (NODE - MONGODB and SOCKET. IO). In the same
scenario, SVM results are in 13 out of 27 combinations of
metrics and libraries lower than the ones of Random Forest;
they are also just slightly greater than ZeroR.

For five classes, machine learning classifiers have a
maximal F-measure of 0.24 (REACT). For three classes,
F-measure reaches 0.56 (NODE - MONGODB) and precision
on identifying experts reaches 0.65 (REACT, experts).
(RQ.2) Which features best distinguish library experts?
First, Table VIII shows the percentage of novices (scores
1-2), intermediate (score 3), and experts (scores 4-5) in the
clusters of each library. The table also shows the number
of developers in each cluster. As defined in Section III-B,
for REACT and NODE - MONGODB, we have 3 clusters; for
SOCKET. IO , we have 5 clusters. In Table VIII, the clusters
are sorted by percentage of experts. Therefore, Cluster 1 is
the experts’ cluster in each library. In REACT, 74% of the
developers in this cluster ranked themselves as experts and
only 3% as novices. For NODE - MONGODB and SOCKET. IO,

Table VIII
C LUSTERING RESULTS ( CLUSTER 1 HAS THE HIGHEST % OF EXPERTS )
Cluster

% Novices

% Intermediate

% Experts

# Devs

FACEBOOK / REACT

C1
C2
C3

0.03
0.12
0.18

Feature
0.23
0.28
0.27

0.74
0.60
0.55

97
129
192

0.24
0.43
0.35

0.65
0.36
0.30

17
14
37

0.25
0.36
0.33
0.40
0.33

0.75
0.36
0.33
0.10
0.00

4
28
15
30
12

MONGODB / NODE - MONGODB

C1
C2
C3

0.12
0.21
0.35

SOCKETIO / SOCKET. IO

C1
C2
C3
C4
C5

0.00
0.29
0.33
0.50
0.67

Table IX
C OMPARING FEATURE DISTRIBUTIONS USING C LIFF ’ S DELTA : E XPERTS
VS C LUSTER WITH THE CLOSEST MEDIAN (◦ MEANS SIMILAR
DISTRIBUTIONS , ACCORDING TO M ANN -W HITNEY, p- VALUE = 0.05)

Cluster 1 includes 65% and 75% of experts, respectively. By
contrast, it has only 12% and 0% of novices, respectively. The
number of developers in the experts’ cluster ranges from 4
(SOCKET. IO) to 97 developers (REACT). However, the ground
truth has also more REACT experts (254 vs 21 developers,
respectively). Interestingly, in SOCKET. IO, Cluster 5 should be
viewed as a novice’s clusters; 67% of its members are novices
and the cluster does not include any expert.
In the three studied libraries, there are clusters dominated
by experts. These clusters have 74% (REACT), 65%
(NODE - MONGODB), and 75% (SOCKET. IO) of experts.
We also compare the distributions of feature values, for the
developers in each cluster. For each feature F , we compare
F ’s distribution in Cluster 1 (experts) with the cluster whose
median of F ’s distribution is closest to the one of Cluster 1. In
other words, this cluster tends to be the most similar to Cluster
1, among the remaining clusters; our goal is to assess the
magnitude (effect size) and direction of this similarity. First,
we use a Mann-Whitney test to confirm that the distributions of
F ’s values in both clusters are statistically distinct, assuming
a p-value of 0.05. Furthermore, and more interestingly, we
measure the magnitude and direction of the difference, using
Cliff’s delta. As in other works [40]–[43], we interpret Cliff’s
delta as negligible for d < 0.147, small for 0.147 ≤ d < 0.33,
medium for 0.33 ≤ d < 0.474, and large for d ≥ 0.474.
Table IX shows the results. For REACT, there is a large
difference for the distributions of all features in Cluster 1,
with the exception of daysSinceFirstImport, which has a
medium effect size. The direction is mostly positive (+), i.e.,
developers in Cluster 1 have higher feature values than the
ones in the second most similar cluster (in summary, they
are more active on client files). The exception regards the
distributions of avgDaysCommitsClientFiles, i.e., experts tend
to commit more frequently to REACT client files—in lower
time intervals—than developers of the second cluster. In gen-

Effect size

Relationship

FACEBOOK / REACT
codeChurnClientFiles
commitsClientFiles
imports
daysSinceLastImport
daysSinceFirstImport
avgDaysCommitsClientFiles
projects

large
large
large
large
medium
large
large

+
+
+
+
+
−
+

MONGODB / NODE - MONGODB
codeChurn
commits
commitsClientFiles
imports
daysBetweenImports
daysSinceLastImport
avgDaysCommitsClientFiles
avgDaysCommitsImportLibrary
projects

large
large
large
large
large
medium
large
large
large

+
+
+
+
+
+
−
−
+

◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
large

◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
+

SOCKETIO / SOCKET. IO

codeChurn
codeChurnClientFiles
commits
commitsClientFiles
daysSinceLastImport
avgDaysCommitsClientFiles
avgDaysCommitsImportLibrary
projects

eral, the results for NODE - MONGODB follow the same patterns
observed for REACT; the main exception is that a medium
difference is observed for daysSinceLastImport. However, in
the case of SOCKETIO / SOCKET. IO there is a major change in
the statistical tests. First, Cliff’s delta reports a large difference
for a single feature: number of projects the developers have
committed to (projects). According to Mann-Whitney tests,
the remaining feature distributions are statistically indistinct.
To visually illustrate these results, Figure 3 shows violin plots
with the distribution on each cluster of commitsClientFiles,
for the three studied libraries. We can see a large difference
between the distributions of Cluster 1 and Cluster 2, both for
REACT and NODE - MONGODB . By contrast, for SOCKET. IO ,
there is no clear difference between the distributions of Cluster
1 and Cluster 3 (cluster with the median closest to Cluster 1).
Finally, Figure 4 shows boxplots with projects distribution for
SOCKET. IO . In this case, we can see a clear difference between
Cluster 1 (1st quartile is 8 projects; median is 8.5 projects) and
Cluster 3 (1st quartile is one project; median is two projects).
For REACT and NODE - MONGODB, developers in the
experts cluster are more active on GitHub than developers
in other clusters, regarding most features. However, for
SOCKET. IO , experts are only distinguished by the number
of projects they worked on.
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Figure 3. Distributions of commitsClientFiles values for each cluster/library. Cluster 1 (experts) has higher values than other clusters, except for SOCKET. IO.
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Figure 4. Distributions of projects values for SOCKET. IO clusters. Cluster 1
(experts) has higher values than other clusters.

To conclude, it is important to mention that the feature
values are different for experts in each library. For example,
experts in FACEBOOK / REACT (Cluster 1) perform 84 commits
at client files, against 24 commits for NODE - MONGODB’s
experts (median values, see Figure 3). Our hypothesis is that
REACT is a more complex framework than NODE - MONGODB ,
besides targeting a different domain. As a result, it is no trivial
to define feature thresholds to classify experts; furthermore,
these thresholds should not be reused across libraries.

As mentioned in one of the previous answers, the main
interest of companies is on accurately identifying experts in
a given programming technology. In this particular context,
precision is more important than recall, since companies do
not need to identify all skilled engineers in a given technology,
but only a few of them. When approaching the problem using
machine learning classifiers, we achieved a maximal precision
of 65% for the experts class (scores 4-5, Random Forest,
REACT). In the same scenario, the baseline precision is 0.61.
Therefore, this result casts doubts on the practical value of
using machine learning in this problem. By contrast, when
using unsupervised techniques, based on clustering (k-means),
we were able to identify clusters with 74% (REACT), 65%
(NODE - MONGODB), and 75% (SOCKET. IO) of experts. If we
consider that predicting expertise on programming technologies is a relevant but challenging problem, we claim that
precision values close to 70%—across multiple libraries—can
sustain the practical adoption of automatic classifiers based on
features extracted from GitHub activity. Even so, unsupervised
techniques should be carefully used, as their gains may vary
according to the library (see REACT clusters). It is also worth
mentioning that such classifiers do not replace but complement
traditional mechanisms for assessing developers expertise, like
interviews and curriculum analysis.
B. Practical Usage

V. D ISCUSSION AND P RACTICAL U SAGE
A. Relevance and Key Findings
In the survey to create the ground truth, we only asked
for a score (in a 5-point scale). Despite that, we received
some comments about the relevance of approaches to predict
developers expertise in specific programming technologies, as
in the following answers:
What you are doing sounds very interesting and worthwhile
to the developer’s community at large. (P021)
Technical recruiting seems to be an extremely valid use-case
for accurately assess the skills of devs based on their GitHub
contributions, which could lead to a profitable product. (P183)
We associate the high number of responses received in the
survey (575 answers) to the relevance and potential practical
value of the problem we proposed to investigate, which was
rapidly viewed in this way by the surveyed GitHub users.

Suppose a library L with developers grouped in clusters
C1 , . . . , Cn , after following the methodology proposed in this
paper. Suppose that C1 groups the experts in L. Given these
clusters, suppose we want to assess the expertise of a new
developer d on L, e.g., we are part of a company that heavily
depends on L and we want to assess the expertise of d in
this library, before hiring her. In this case, we should retrieve
the feature vector Fd for d, based on her activities on GitHub.
Then, we compute the Euclidean distance between Fd and the
centroid of each cluster Ci , for i = 1, . . . , n. If the smallest
distance is found between Fd and C1 ’s centroid, we can
assume that d is more similar to the experts in L and therefore
she has high chances of also being an expert in this library.
Otherwise, our method fails to predict d’s expertise in L, i.e.,
she can be or not an expert. It is also straightforward to identify
expertise in multiple libraries. In this case, we only need to
compute the intersection of experts in each library.

Figure 6. Percentage of REACT experts by quintiles of feature distributions. For most features, there is an important proportion of experts in lower quintiles.

C. Triangulation with Linkedin Profiles
To provide preliminary evidence on the value of the procedure described in the previous section to identify experts,
we triangulated its results with expertise information available
on Linkedin, starting with REACT experts. First, we mapped
each REACT developer who did not answer our survey—and
therefore was not considered at all in RQ.1 and RQ.2—to one
of the clusters produced for REACT, as discussed before. 263
(out of 2,129 developers, 12%) were mapped to the experts
cluster. After that, the first author of this paper manually
searched for the Linkedin page of these developers, looking for
their names and possibly e-mails on Linkedin (when available,
he also compared the profile photos, at Linkedin and GitHub).
He was able to find the Linkedin profile of 160 developers
(61%). Finally, he manually examined these profiles, searching
for evidences of expertise on REACT. 115 developers (72%)
explicitly refer to REACT on their Linkedin short bios, on
the description of the projects they worked on, or in the list
of programming technologies they have skills on. The first
paper’s author also assessed the experience of these developers
as Web developers, by calculating the number of years on jobs
directly related to Web programming. Figure 5 shows a violin
plot with the results. As we can see, 50% of the developers
predicted as experts have more than four years of experience
on Web-related jobs.
We reproduced this analysis with NODE - MONGODB and
SOCKET. IO . For NODE - MONGODB , 44 out of 58 developers
predicted as experts by the proposed method have pages on
Linkedin; for SOCKET. IO, this happens with 5 out of 10
experts. Furthermore, 28 of such experts (64%) explicitly mention M ONGO DB on their Linkedin pages; and one developer
(20%) refer to SOCKET. IO. Therefore, both proportions are
lower than the one we reported for REACT. We claim this
happens because NODE - MONGODB and SOCKET. IO are simple
and less complex libraries, when compared with REACT. For
this reason, developers usually do not cite them on Linkedin.
For example, one of the experts in SOCKET. IO declare on his
GitHub profile that he is one of the library’s core developers;
but this information is not available on his Linkedin profile.
Due to this reason, we also do not evaluate the years of experience of Linkedin users on SOCKET. IO and NODE - MONGODB.
Altogether, this triangulation with Linkedin shows that the
proposed clustering-based method was able in most cases to
find several GitHub developers with evidences of having experience on the studied libraries. However, before concluding, it
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Figure 5. Years of experience on REACT of developers predicted as experts

is also important to acknowledge that expertise and experience
are distinct concepts; indeed, experience is normally viewed
as a necessary condition to achieve expertise [44], [45].
D. Limitations
Certainly, developers can gain expertise on libraries and
frameworks by working on private projects or in projects that
are not on GitHub, as highlighted by these developers:
None of my projects are publicly on GitHub. (P037, score 4)
My work on GitHub isn’t my strongest. My much larger
projects are at work and aren’t open source. (P503, score 4)
Thus, the lack of public activity on GitHub is a major
obstacle for achieving high recall using approaches like the
one proposed in this paper. However, as mentioned before,
precision tends to be more important in practical settings
than recall. If we focus on precision, the proposed clustering
approach is effective on identifying experts among GitHub
users that frequently contribute to client projects.
To illustrate this discussion, Figure 6 shows histograms
with the percentage of REACT experts in each quintile of
the feature distributions (0%-19%, 20%-39%, etc). We can
observe an important concentration of experts in the first
and second quintiles, for features like codeChurnClientFiles
(26%), commitsClientFiles (37%), and projects (57%). In other
words, the histograms confirm the comments of the survey
participants, showing that it is common to have experts with
sparse activity on GitHub. Indeed, this behavior explains the
poor performance of machine learning supervised classifiers
in our context, as observed in RQ.1. By construction, these
classifiers predict the expertise of all developers in the ground
truth. Therefore, the presence of experts at both ends of the
distributions showed in Figure 6 is a major challenge to their
performance. Typically, these classifiers are not able to provide
an unknown answer, as we discussed in Section V-B.

VI. T HREATS TO VALIDITY
Target Libraries: We mined experts in three popular JavaScript
libraries. Thus, it is not possible to fully generalize our findings
to experts of other libraries and frameworks.
Candidate Experts: Our list of candidate experts was extracted
from an initial list with the top-10K most starred GitHub
projects (see Section II-C). We acknowledge that our results
might be impacted if we expand or reduce this initial list.
Alias Handling: The method used for detecting aliases in
the initial list of candidate experts (see Section II-C) do not
distinguish developers that have multiple GitHub accounts, i.e.,
they are considered distinct developers. Therefore, further
analysis is required to quantify the incidence of such accounts.
Ground Truth: Another threat is related to mislabeled classes,
due to personal opinions of the surveyed developers, as discussed in Section II-E. However, we surveyed 575 developers
and some level of mislabeling would not interfere in our
results, since the selected algorithms are robust to label noises.
Furthermore, to tackle the imbalanced behavior of our ground
truth, we used a technique called SMOTE, commonly used
on several software engineering problems [29]–[32]. But we
acknowledge that there are other techniques , such as oversampling and cost-sensitive methods [46], [47].
VII. R ELATED W ORK
CVExplorer [48] is a tool to extract and visualize developers’ skills data from GitHub, including skills on programming
languages, libraries, and frameworks. The extracted data is
presented in the form of a “tag cloud” interface, where the tags
denote programming technologies (e.g., web development),
libraries and frameworks (e.g., React) or programming languages (e.g., JavaScript). Tags are mined from the project’s
READMEs and from commit messages. CPDScorer [49] is
another tool that scores developers’ skills, but by correlating
developers’ activity on Stack Overflow and GitHub. The tool
assumes that developers with high quality Stack Overflow
answers (measured by number of upvotes) are more likely
to be experts in specific programming technologies; the same
is assumed for developers who contributed to high quality
projects, as measured using source code metrics. Constantinou
and Kapitsaki [50] also propose a repository-mining approach
for assessing developer’s skills in specific programming languages. Essentially, the aforementioned works differ from the
approach described in this paper regarding their methods and
goals. CVExplorer considers only commit messages, while we
consider the specific files and import statements modified in
a commit. CPDScorer works at the level of projects, i.e., the
skills acquired by developers on individual commits are not
considered. Finally, the approach proposed by Constantinou
and Kapitsaki identifies experts in programming languages;
by contrast, we target expertise in frameworks and libraries.
Hauff and Gousios [51] rely on natural language processing
to match job advertisements to GitHub users. First, they extract
concept vectors from the text of job advertisement and from
README’s files on GitHub. Then, cosine similarity is used to

compare and match these vectors. SCSMiner [52] also relies
on a vector space model and cosine similarity to calculate the
semantic similarity between a project’s README and a given
query, which can be the name of a programming language
or framework or even a more generic skill, such as “game
development”.
There are also works that rely on machine learning to predict
other characteristics and events on software developers life.
Wang et. al [53] and Mao et al. [54] investigate the problem
of recommending skilled developers to work on programming
tasks posted on the TopCoder crowdsourcing platform. Bao
et. al. [22] investigate the use of machine learning to predict
developers turn over in two private software companies.
Lastly, we also identified previous works that approached
developers expertise in a more conceptual level. Siegmund et.
al. [19], [55] asked students a set of questions about their
programming experience and then, by means of a controlled
experiment, contrasted their answers with the performance of
the respondents in program comprehension tasks. They report
a strong correlation between the number of tasks successfully
concluded and the self-estimates. Baltes and Diehl [45] propose a conceptual framework—obtained from a set of mixedmethods—that maps the main traits around software developers expertise. Their framework reinforces that developers
expertise depends on deliberate practice to be enhanced.
VIII. C ONCLUSION
Companies often hire based on expertise in libraries and
frameworks, as we found in the tags of Stack Overflow jobs.
In this paper, we investigated the usage of clustering and
machine learning algorithms to identify library experts, using
public GitHub data. First, we found that standard machine
learning classifiers (e.g., Random Forest and SVM) do not
have a good performance in this problem, at least when they
are trained with all developers from a sample of GitHub users.
The main reason is that not all experts have a strong presence
on GitHub. By contrast, we can use clustering techniques to
identify experts with high activity on GitHub projects that
depend on particular libraries and frameworks. Particularly, we
found clusters with 74% (REACT), 65% (NODE - MONGODB),
and 75% (SOCKET. IO) of experts. Supported by these results,
we proposed a method to identify library experts based on
their similarity (in terms of feature data) to a cluster previously
labeled as including a high proportion of experts.
As future work, we recommend to (1) investigate other target libraries and frameworks; (2) investigate the use of features
from other platforms, such as Stack Overflow and TopCoder;
and (3) investigate the accuracy of the proposed method with
other developers, including developers of less popular projects.
As a final note, our data—in a fully anonymized format—
and scripts are publicly available at: https://doi.org/10.5281/
zenodo.1484498.
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